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The beachhead is getting cn -in age. It is now more than ten weeks since

Fifth Amy men jumped from their assault craft ready for a bloody battle which didn’t

happen. Within the first week they were in positions in the central sector which were

only about twenty miles from Rone. Now on that ruler-straight inland main road between

Anzio and Rome the Germans are only eight miles from Anzio.

On paper it seems a poor show. One is not surprised to hear of much criticism

about the beachhead at hone. What sort of questions are being asked? Let me make a

few guesses.

Surely after a surprisingly easy landing we should have been in Rome now?

We’ve been twice as long on this job as we took for the whole Sicilian operation.

But the answer on the spot would appear to be that this landing operation was not

designed to reach to Rome. It was designed to disturb the Germans by its surprise and

to cause a reaction which would result in a withdrawal of strength facing the main

Fifth Army front.

As a matter of fact the Germans countered our stroke by moving soldiers from

opposite the main Fifth Army front, from the Eighth Army area and from north of Rome.

Elements of ten or eleven German divisions have been engaged'during this beachhead

fighting. Their movements were expeditiously carried out. Any idea that the beachhead

would panic the Germans had soon to be washed out.

Isn*t the present situation just a liability to us, a beachheadache? I f d describe

it as a liability to both sides. Both the Germans and the Allied force have paid a high

rent in casualties for the ground they now hold* Although within eight miles of Anzio -

Nettuno, our starting point, the enemy are uneasily fixed in the bulge made by their

attacks in February* The slightest movement of their soldiers observed in the wideopen

country pierced by the Anzio road brings down heavy fire. By day they can do nothing

but lurk in slittrenches or in the ruined ’’model” Fascist farmhouses dotted at regular

intervals alongside the main road which some troops call No-nans-land Avenue. Our

artillery crowded into an area with a perimeter of only 30 miles is active day and

night. We have the preponderance of runs*.
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But isn't our position uncomfortable, too? Yes, we are cramped in a small

area with our enemies on high features like the Buon Riposo ridge, north of the

Voltella River and the dominating Alban Hills further up. Any part of our area can

be brought under enemy artillery fire. The port on which we depend for every biscuit,

every bullet we use is here to be shot at - and bombed. This port had some little

importance to the Germans because it handled lighter traffic to relieve the supply

strain on the bomb-damaged railways. For us it is vital. If Anzio were denied us

we would be finished.

Is that a possibility? Yell, we are shelled every day and night with varying

degrees of violence* We get sneak and run raids by day - usually broken up or inter-

cepted by fighters on standing patrol. We get determined air attacks by night, on

either shipping or port installations. These assaults have never broken the steady

flow of men or materials into the beachhead* And they've been costly to the Luftwaffe*

By ack ack alone we have destroyed 157 of their aircraft in nearly 300 raids and about

100 other aircraft are listed as "probables"* The flak defences here are admirable.

There was a sharp air attack last night but today the port presents a picture of ordered

calm* No ships were hit. The enemy lost two out of twelve attackers.

But supposing the Germans mounted another heavy attack, extended the bulge and got

hold of the lateral roads which link our flanks? Any successful thrust of that kind

would enable them to increase their artillery concentrations on the port and supply

areas* It would cost them mamy,many men. They would have to advance against carefully

prepared positions. it would be hell. Still we can't exclude the possibility of the

enemy having another go for purposes of prestige. His patrols are increasingly

aggressive, but at the moment he seems more occupied with wiring and digging-in against

a thrust from our side. The beachhead rules at the moment are dig,dig,dig, wire, set

mines. So this amphibious operation from which you at home expected so much is now

transformed apparently into a dig-in and stick-it affair* The idea of this is an

unpleasant one to us here.
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